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The ch ange in refractive index with temperature has been determined for some oxide glasses 
from about -200 to 700 °C. The change in refractive index with applied hydrostatic pressure has been 
determined at room temperature from a pressure of 105 to 108 Pa. All measurements were made using 
the yellow spectral line of helium. A calcium aluminate glass, an aluminum magneSIUm phosphate 
glass, a binary barium borate glass and a multi component ge rmanate glass were studied, as were fou r 
commercial specimen s of fu sed silica. From the data at room temperature , it has been possible to calcu
late the change in electronic polarizability with temperature at constant volume. This parameter has 
been found to be very high for the glasses as compared to crystals , and this agrees with the results of 
earlier research on silica· based optical glasses. Furthermore, over the entire temperature range, the 
change of refractive index with temperature is shown to be due predominantly to the temperature 
de pendence at constant volume of the electronic polarizability. The relevance of the data to the molec· 
ul ar scattering of light in glasses is disc ussed. 
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1. Introduction 

The dependence of refractive index, n , upon tem
perature , T, is important in optical design where 
systems must operate at inconstant temperature or at 
temperature extremes. The change of refractive index 
with hydrostatic pressure yields information on change 
with density which is interesting in itself and is 
important in elucidating thermo-optic theory because 
of the change in volume with temperature [lp. 

The thermal coeffi cient of refractive index has 
assumed greater practical importance with the advent 
of the laser because of the thermal lens effect which 
arises when an optical beam passes through a medium 
of finite absorption. The resulting temperature rise 
focuses the beam if the index increases with increas
ing temperature (dn/dT > 0). It has been shown that 
constraining stresses can cause thermal self-focusing 
even though the conventional value of (dn/dT < 0) 
[2]. Self-fo~using, in general, has attracted much atten
tion, as it is considered a precursor to filamentary 
damage in laser materials exposed to the high inten
sities obtained from oscillator-amplifier combinations 
in Q-switch operations [3]. 

The data are also of interest because of their 
relevance to the theory of molecular scattering of light 
in solids [4]. The theory predicts that the scattering is 

I The figures in brackets indicate literature re ferences at the end of this paper. 

caused by small changes in the high frequen cy dielec
tric constant (or refractive index) that are induced by 
changes of density and temperature. At the same time, 
it has been observed that the central Rayleigh line in 
light scattered from glasses is much greater in intensity 
than the theory predicts. It was hoped that the basic 
data to be obtained in this study would help to resolve 
this problem. Also, to be able to reduce the optical 
attenuation caused by light scattering in glass would be 
of great practical interest for the development of 
optical transmission lines capable of carrying signals 
over large distances [5] . This might be accomplished 
by making a glass of the appropriate composition. 

Investigations of the thermal change in refractive 
index and reports on the photoelastic constants for 
various commercial glasses have been reviewed by 
Baak [6]. The effect of hydrostatic pressure on refrac
tive index may be calculated from a knowledge of the 
photoelastic constants. Measurements on the refractive 
index change resulting from the direct application of 
hydrostatic pressure have been reported for fused Si02 
by Vedam et al. [7] , and for fused Si02 and two com
mercial glasses by Waxler and W eir [8]. 

For solid dielectrics, including glasses, it is fre
quently assumed that dn/dT depends directly upon the 
temperature-induced change in density , p , but not on 
temperature itself. In fact , 

dn (an) (an) (2P) 
dT= aT p + ap T aT ' (1) 
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or 

dn = (an) _ (pan) ( ) 
dT aT p ap T 'Y (2) 

where 'Y is the coefficient of volume expansion. For 
most substances, the first term in (2) is much smaller 
than the second, and dn/dT is essentially equivalent 
to the second term. It has been found in an earlier 
study that, for three optical glasses, (an/aT) p was 
much larger than expected [8]. 

In the present study we have measured the effect 
of both temperature and pressure on the refractive 
index of some oxide glasses of different compositions 
and compared the values on glass with data on certain 
crystalline materials. We have also assessed some of 
of parameters of interest in optical and laser design. 
The materials studied were fused silica, a calcium 
aluminate glass, an aluminum magnesium phosphate 
glass, a binary barium borate glass, and a multicom· 
ponent germanate glass. The batch compositions in 
weight percent are listed in table 1. In addition , for 
the purpose of intercomparison , measurements were 
made on specimens of fused silica produced by Corn· 
ing Glass Works, Dynasil Corporation of America and 
the General Electric Company. The brands are identi· 
fied as Corning Code 7940 fused silica, Dynasil high· 
purity synthetic fused silica, General Electric Type 104 
and General Electric Type 151. 2 

TABLE 1. Glass batch compositions weight percent 

Glass 

Oxide Fused Calcium Phosphate Barium Germanate 
Si02 aluminate Fl329 borate F998 

F75 E1583 

Si02 100 5.0 
Ge02 35.9 
B203 59.0 
P2O, 77.7 
Ab03 41.5 12.0 
MgO 5.0 10.3 
CaO 48.5 
BaO 41.0 21.0 
BaF2 5.3 
La203 17.4 
Ta.o, 3.4 
Ti02 6.1 
ZnO 6.2 
Zr02 4.7 

2. Experimental Method 

2.1. Change of Index Versus Temperature 

The interference method employed by Austin and 
Pierce [9] offers the attractive features of high pre· 
cision of measurement and the use of a small specimen, 

2 C~lllmercial materials 3!e identified in this paper to specify the particular substance 
on whICh the data were obtamed. In no in stance does such identification imply recommenda
lion or endorsement by the National Bureau of Standards or that the material identified is 
necessarily the best for any application. 

which reduces thermal gradients. The apparatus and 
experimental technique have been described earlier 
[10, 11], and will be mentioned only briefly here. 
Using this method the thermal expansion and thermal 
change in refractive index can be determined simul· 
taneously. 

The index specimen consisted of a small plate about 
0.5 cm in thickness with flat, polished faces. The ex· 
pansion specimen was a small tripod of the same 
material and thickness which separated two optical 
flats. For both the index and expansion specimen, a 
pattern of localized Fizeau·type interference fringes 
could be seen through a Pulfrich viewer when illum· 
inated with collimated helium light of wavelength 
587.6 nm. With change of temperature, a continuous 
photographic recording of the shift in fringes permitted 
a simultaneous measurement of the change of thick· 
ness, I1t, of the expansion specimen and the change in 
optical path length, 11 (nt), of the glass plate. From the 
photographic recording of the two fringe shifts, it was 
possible to calculate the change in refractive index, 
I1n. For the low temperature work, the specimens 
were enclosed in a cryostat [11] in which liquid 
nitrogen was used to reduce the temperature, and data 
were obtained from about + 20 to - 192°C. For the 
high temperature range, the specimens were enclosed 
in a furnace [10] which permitted measurements 
from about + 20 to + 700 0c. 

Because of the very low coefficient of thermal expan· 
sion of fused silica, no attempt was made to make this 
measurement (see sec. 3.2). However, for both high and 
low temperatures, the change in optical path length 
was measured on four specimens simultaneously, each 
specimen representing one of the brands mentioned in 
the introduction. 

2.2. Chan~e of Index Vs. Applied Hydrostatic Pressure 

The apparatus and technique for finding the change in 
refractive index with applied hydrostatic pressures to 
1 X lOS Pa have been described in previous publications 
[~, 10]. The same platelet, wavelength and technique 
or measuring the shift in Fizeau fringes described above 
was used to find the change in optical path length as a 
function of pressure. A pressure vessel equipped with 
glass windows and containing a highly transparent min· 
eral oil was used. Pressure was generated by compress· 
ing the oil and was measured with a Heise gage to an 
accuracy of 1 percent or better. These measureme nts 
were made only at room temperature. 

The change in thickness of the specimen was calcu· 
lated from .a knowledge of the elastic constants, which 
are shown m table 2. These constants were determined 
by an ultrasonic pulse echo technique for Glasses 
E1583 and F1329. A dynamic resonance technique was 
used for Glasses F75 and F998. All these measurements 
on the elastic constants are es timated to have an accu· 
racy of ±2 percent. The change in refractive index with 
pressure for fused Si02 has been previously reported 
[8] where the compression data of Bridgeman were 
used , and the elastic constantS of fused Si02 are not 
reproduced here. 
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TABLE 2. Elas£ic constants 

Calcium alumi· 
nate F75 

Young's Modulus, E ....... ............. 10.98 X lO,oPa 
Shear Modulus, G ... .................... 4.25 
Bulk Modulus, K. ........ .. ............. 8.79 
Poisson's ratio, 'Y ........................ 0.292 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Stress-Optic Data 

The quantity p ~; was calculated according to the 

relationship: 

an (1) (dn) 
Pap = B dP (3) 

where B is the compressibility. The results are shown 
in table 3. The dependence of refractive index change 
upon density can be studied according to the theo
retical Lorentz-Lorenz or Drude equations. Following 
Ramachandran [1], we have chosen the Drude equation: 

(4) 

where N is the number of oscillators per unit volume 
and C\' is the polarizability. If C\' were rigorously con
stant, eq (4) may be differentiated to obtain the change 
of index with density: 

(5) 

In eq (5), the subscript, Theor., has been added to the 
partial derivative to indicate that there may be a change 
in polarizability which has been neglected. Mueller 
[12, 1] has introduced the strain polarizability con
stant, A o, to measure the change in polarizability by 
means of the relationship: 

(p :n)= (1- Ao) (p :n) 
P P Theor. 

(6) 

Glass 

Phosphate Fl329 Barium borate 
Germanate F998 E1583 

5.90 X lO,oPa 6.54 X 10,oPa 9.08 X 10,oPa 
2.40 2.54 3.55 
3.63 5.08 6.78 
0.230 0.290 0.277 

where Ao= (;) (::). Values of Ao have been cal-

culated according to the above equations and the reo 
sults are given in table 3. It can be seen from the 
table that in every case Ao has a positive value. This 
decrease in polarizability with increase in density is 
typical behavior for condensed phases. 

The change in refractive index resulting from applied 
hydrostatic pressure on cubic crystals and glasses is 
attributed then to two opposing effects: (1) The increase 
in N, the number of scattering centers per unit volume 
which always produces an increase , and (2) a contrac
tion of the electronic cloud which affords a decrease in 
atomic polarizability and the refractive index; this is 
shown by the positive values of Ao. For MgO, diamond, 
and ZnS, this second effect outweighs the first and 

these crystals exhibit negative values of (p :;) [13]. 

3.2. Thermo-Optic Data 

For each glass, data on !It/t versus temperature and 
!In versus temperature were fitted by computer to a 
cubic equation of the form (yh - (Y)r= 0 = aT + bT2 
+ cT~, where T is the temperature in °C and t represents 
the thickness of the specimen at the beginning of the 
expansion. The parameters in the above equation are 
given in tables 4 and 5, and hold for a temperature 
range from -200°C to an elevated temperature just 
short of the region of rapid thermal expansion. For con
venience of presentation the data were made to have 
values of zero at 0 0c. The goodness of fit can be judged 
from the fact that , in every case, the standard deviation 
of the scatter of points about the fitted curve was no 
greater than 0.2 X 10- 4 • The fitted data were printed 
out by computer at 10 degree temperature intervals, 
and the results are presented in tables 6 and 7. 

TABLE 3. Analysis of change in refractive index and polarizability for glasses at wavelength, 587.6 nm 

(dn/dT) X 105 'Y X 10' 
an 

(an/aT) p X 10' Ao Px 10' Q X 10' R X 10' no p-
ap 

Fused Si02 .............................. .. ..... 1.45846 0.87 0.13 0.32 0.91 0.17 -0.05 0.01 0.91 

Calcium aluminate glass, F-75 ...... ... .. 1.67155 0.75 2.15 0.19 1.16 0.65 -1.2 0.74 1.2 

Phosphate glass F-1329 .. ........... .. ..... 1.48905 0.46 1.48 0.33 0.95 0.19 -0.61 0.12 0.95 

Barium borate glass, E-1583 ............. 1.5822 -0.11 1.85 0.40 0.63 0.16 -0.88 0.14 0.63 

Germanate glass F-998 ..... .. .............. 1.8550 0.86 2.18 0.39 1.71 0.41 -1.4 0.58 1.7 
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TABLE 4. Parameters for determining the thermal expansion according to the 

equation, /).t/t = aT + bT2 + cT3 

Glass a b c 

Calcium aluminate F-75 ........ ............ 6.82884E-2 6.87984E-5 - 5. 13289E-8 

Phosphate F -1329 .... ............ ....... .. .. . 4.63538E-2 6. 12428E-5 -7.68437E-8 

Barium borate E-1583 ... . .................. 5. 92004E-4 5.20094E-5 -4.05277E-8 

Germanate F -998 ......... . .... .. ........... . .0699 5.88163E-5 - 3.21704E-8 

TABLF. 5. Parameters for determining the change in the refractive index with temperature according 
to the equation, Cm=aT+bT2+ cT3 

Glass a b c 

Fused Si0 2 ... ... ................... ............ 8. 16638E-2 1.04124E-4 - 5.59781E-8 

Calcium aluminate F -75 .................... 6.99293E-2 1.02150E-4 - 7.81014E-8 

Phosphate F-1329 .. ...... .. .. ................ 4.31093E-2 6.17585E-5 -2.17470E-I0 

Barium borate E-1583 .......... ............. - 1.33162E-2 4.75242E-5 1.37501E-I0 

Germanate F -998 ......... .......... .......... 7.94345E-2 1.28399E-4 -8.96982E-8 

TABLE 6. Increase in length per unit length, /).t/t as a function of temperature 

Calcium Phosphate glass Barium borate Germanate glass 
Temperature °C aluminate Fl329 glass E1583 F998 

glass F75 

-200 - 10.5 X 10-' -6.2 X 10- ' -9.4X 10-' -11.4 X 10- ' 
-190 -10.1 -6.1 -9.1 -10.9 
-180 -9.8 -5.9 -8.7 -10.5 
-170 -9.4 -5.7 -8.4 -10.0 
-160 -9.0 -5.5 -8.0 -9.5 
-150 -8.5 -5.3 -7.6 -9.1 
-140 -8.1 -5.1 -7.2 -8.5 
-130 -7.6 -4.8 -6.7 -8.0 
-120 -7.1 -4.5 -6.3 -7.5 
-1l0 -6.6 -4.3 -5.8 -6.9 
- 100 - 6.1 -3.9 -5.4 -6.4 
-90 -5.6 -3.6 -4.9 -5.8 
-80 -5.0 -3.3 -4.4 -5.2 
-70 -4.4 -2.9 -3.9 -4.6 
-60 -3.8 -2.5 -3.4 -4.0 
- 50 -3.2 -2.2 -2.8 -3.3 
-40 -2.6 -1.8 -2.3 -2.7 
-30 -2.0 -1.3 -1.7 -2.0 
-20 -1.3 -0.9 -1.2 -1.4 
-10 -0.7 -0.5 -0.6 -0.7 

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.7 
20 1.4 1.0 1.2 1.4 
30 2.1 1.4 1.8 2.2 
40 2.8 1.9 2.4 2.9 
50 3.6 2.5 3.1 3.6 
60 4.3 3.0 3.7 4.4 
70 5. 1 3.5 4.4 5.2 
80 5.9 4.1 5.0 6.0 
90 6.7 4.6 5.7 6.8 

100 7.5 5.2 6.4 7.6 
110 8.3 5.7 7.1 8.4 
120 9.1 6.3 7.8 9.2 
130 9.9 6.9 8.5 10.0 
140 10.8 7.5 9.2 10.9 
150 11.6 8.1 9.9 11.7 
160 12.5 8.7 10.6 12.6 
170 13.3 9.3 11.4 13.4 
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TABLE 6. Increase in Length per unit Length , !lt/t as aJunction oJtemperature-Continued 

Calcium Phosphate glass Barium borate Germanate glass 
Temperature °C aluminate Fl329 glass E1583 F998 

glass F75 

180 14.2 X 10- ' 9.9 X 10-' 12.1 X 10-4 14.3 X 10- ' 
190 15.1 10.5 12.8 15.2 
200 16.0 ILl 13.6 16.1 
210 16.9 11.7 14.3 17.0 
220 17.8 12.3 15.1 17.9 
230 18.7 13.0 15.9 18.8 
240 19.6 13.6 16.6 19. 7 
250 20.6 14.2 17.4 20.7 
260 21.5 14.8 18.2 21.6 
270 22.4 15.5 19.0 22.5 
280 23.4 16.1 19.8 23.5 
290 24.3 16.7 20.6 24.4 
300 25.3 17.3 21.3 25.4 
310 26.3 18.0 22 .1 26.4 
320 27 .2 18.6 22.9 27.3 
330 28.2 19.2 23.7 28.3 
340 29.2 19.8 24.5 29.3 
350 30.1 20.4 25.4 30. 3 
360 3Ll 21.0 26.2 31.3 
370 32.1 21.6 27.0 32.3 
380 33. 1 22.2 27.8 33.3 
390 34.1 22.8 28.6 34.3 
400 35.0 23.4 29.4 35.3 
410 36.0 24.0 30.2 36.3 
420 37.0 24.6 31.0 37.4 
430 38.0 25.1 31.8 38.4 
440 39.0 25.7 32.7 39.4 
450 40.0 26.3 33.5 40.4 
460 41.0 26.8 34.3 41.5 
470 42.0 27.3 35. 1 42.5 
480 43.0 27.9 35.9 43.6 
490 43.9 28.4 36.7 44.6 
500 44.9 28.9 37.5 45.6 
510 45.9 29.4 46.7 
520 46.9 29.9 47.7 
530 47.9 30.3 48.8 
540 48.9 49 .8 
550 49.8 50.9 
560 50.8 51.9 
570 51.8 53.0 
580 52.7 54.1 
590 53.7 55.1 
600 54.7 56.2 
610 57.2 
620 58.3 
630 59.3 
640 60.4 

TABLE 7 . Change in reJractive index, (!In) , as a Junction oJ temperature at 587.6 Illn 

Calcium 
Phos phate glass Barium borate Germanate glass Temperature °C Fused SiOt aluminate glass 

F75 Fl329 glass E1583 F998 

-200 -11.8 X 10-4 - 9.3 X 10-4 -6.1 X 10 -4 4.6 X 10- 4 -10.0 X 10 - 4 

-190 -11.6 - 9.1 -6.0 4.2 -9.8 
-180 - 11.3 -8.8 -5.8 3.9 -9.6 
-170 -11.0 - 8.6 -5.5 3.6 -9.4 
-160 -10.7 -8.3 -5.3 3 .. 3 -9.1 
-150 -10.3 -7.9 -5.1 3.1 -8.7 
-140 -9.8 -7.6 -4.8 2.8 -8.4 
-130 - 9.3 -7.2 -4.6 2.5 - 8.0 
-120 - 8.8 -6.8 -4.3 2.3 -7.5 
-110 - 8.2 -6.4 -4.0 2.0 -7.1 
-100 -7.6 -5.9 -3.7 1.8 -6.6 
-90 - 6.9 -5.4 -3.4 1.6 -6.0 
-80 - 6.2 -4.9 - 3.1 1.4 -5.5 
-70 -5.5 -4.4 -2.7 1.2 -4.9 
-60 - 4.8 -3.8 -2.4 1.0 -4.3 
-50 -4.0 -3.2 -2.0 0.8 -3.6 
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TABLE 7. Change in refractive index , (~n), as a function of temperature at 0.5876 p.m- continued 

Calcium Phos phate glass Barium borate Germanate glass 
Temperature °C Fused Si02 aluminate glass Fl329 glass E1583 F998 

F75 

-40 -3.2 X 10- ' -2.6x 10-' -1.6 X 10-4 0.6x 10-4 -3.0X 10- ' 
-30 -2.4 -2.0 -1.2 0.4 -2.3 
-20 -1.6 -1.4 -0.8 0.3 -1.5 
-10 -0.8 -0.7 -0.4 0.1 -0.8 

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
10 0.9 0.7 0.4 -0.1 0.8 
20 1.7 1.4 0.9 -0.3 1.6 
30 2.5 2.2 1.3 -0.4 2.5 
40 3.4 3.0 1.8 -0.5 3.4 
50 4.3 3.7 2.3 -0.5 4.3 
60 5.3 4.5 2.8 -0.6 5.2 
70 6.2 5.4 3.3 -0.7 6.2 
80 7.2 6.2 3.8 -0.8 7.1 
90 8.2 7.1 4.4 -0.8 8.1 

100 9.2 7.9 4.9 -0.9 9.1 
110 10.2 8.8 5.5 -0.9 10.2 
120 11.2 9.7 6.1 -0.9 11.2 
130 12.3 10.6 6.6 -0.9 12.3 
140 13.3 11.6 7.2 -0.9 13.4 
150 14.4 12.5 7.9 -0.9 14.5 
160 15.5 13.5 8.5 -0.9 15.6 
170 16.6 14.5 9.1 -0.9 16.8 
180 17.8 15.4 9.8 -0.9 17.9 
190 18.9 16.4 10.4 -0.8 19.1 
200 20.1 17.4 ILl -0.8 20.3 
210 21.2 18.5 11.8 -0.7 21.5 
220 22.4 19.5 12.5 -0.6 22.7 
230 23.6 20.5 13.2 -0.5 24.0 
240 24.8 21.6 13.9 -0.5 25.2 
250 26.1 22.6 14.6 -0.4 26.5 
260 27.3 23.7 15.4 -0.2 27.8 
270 28.5 24.8 16.1 -0.1 29.0 
280 29.8 25.9 16.9 0.0 30.3 
290 31.1 27.0 17.7 0.1 31.7 
300 32.4 28.1 18.5 0.3 33.0 
310 33.7 29.2 19.3 0.4 34.3 
320 35.0 30.3 20.1 0.6 35.6 
330 36.3 31.4 20.9 0.8 37.0 
340 37.6 32.5 21.8 1.0 38.3 
350 38.9 33.6 22.6 1.2 40.0 
360 40.3 34.8 23.5 1.4 41.1 
370 41.6 35.9 24.4- 1.6 42.4 
380 43.0 37.0 25.3 1.8 43.8 
390 44.4 38.2 26.2 2.0 45.2 
400 45.7 39.3 27.1 2.3 46.6 
410 47.1 40.5 28.0 2.5 48.0 
420 48.5 41.6 29.0 2.8 49.4 
430 49.9 42.7 29.9 3.1 50.8 
440 51.3 43.9 30.9 3.3 52.2 
450 52.7 45.0 31.9 3.6 53.6 
460 54.2 46.2 32.9 3.9 55.0 
470 55.6 47.3 33.9 4.3 56.4 
480 57.0 48.5 34.9 4.6 57 .8 
490 58.4 49.6 35.9 4.9 59.2 
500 59.9 50.7 37.0 5.2 60.6 
510 61.3 51.9 38.0 62.0 
520 62 .8 53.0 39.1 63.4 
530 64.2 54.1 40.2 64.8 
540 65.7 55.3 66.2 
550 67.1 56.4 67.6 
560 68.6 57.5 69.0 
570 70.0 58.6 70.4 
580 71.5 59.7 71.8 
590 72.9 60.8 73.1 
600 74.4 61.9 74.5 
610 75.9 75.9 
620 77.3 77.2 
630 78.8 78.6 
640 80.2 79.9 
650 81.7 
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The values of thermal expansion for fused silica were 
taken from the data of Scheel and Heuse [14] which 
are recommended by Sosman [15], and are not repro
duced in table 3_ The data on I1n for fused silica given 
in table 7 agree with the values of Austin [9,16] within 
the experimental error over the entire temperature 
range. Comparison showed that this same agreement 
pertained between the data for the four commercial 
brands of fused silica which have been mentioned in 
the introduction. An irregularity in the values of 11 n in 
the range from 500 to 600°C, which has been reported 
by several authors [17,18,19,20] was not observed in 
this study nor in the research of Austin [16]. 

It can be seen in table 3 that for fused silica 

~~= 0.87 X 10- 5 

at 25°C. This agrees exactly with the value reported 
by Schott and Gen. [21], and there is very close agree
ment with the value of 0.85 X 10- 5 calculated from the 
equation given by Austin and Pierce [9]. However, 
higher values have been found by other workers; 
both Tilton and Tool [22] and Rodney and Spindler [23] 
reported a value of 0.99 X 10- 5 , and Malitson [24] 
reported LO X 10- 5 ; a value of L08 X 10- 5 was reported 
by Prod'homme [25]. 

Considering this quantity, (dn/dT), at room tempera
ture, it has been found that some crystals exhibit 
negative values while others have an increase in 
refractive index with increase in temperature [1]. 
These latter crystals are the very ones which exhibit 
negative values of (pan/ap), i.e., MgO , diamond, and 
ZnS, so that with change of temperature, the attendant 
change in density is still of paramount importance. The 
sign of dn/dT depends on whether the contribution 
from change in N or the change in polarizabili ty caused 
by density change predominates. However, earlier 
data on a few glasses indicate that, for these solids, 
both (p an/ap) and (dnldT) are positive [8]. In table 3, 
room temperature values of no, dn/dT, y and pan/ap 
are given, as are values of (an/aT)p, which have been 
calculated from eq (2). 

Starting with the Drude equation, Ramachandran [1] 
has shown that dn/dT consists of the sum of three 
independent contributions which he labels P, Q, and 
R. P is dependent only on change of density and arises 
from the change in the number of scattering centers, 
Q denotes the change in polarizability caused by 
change in density, and R represents the change in 
polarizability arising from temperature change alone. 
The equations are: 

( n 2 -1) P=-y --
2n 

(7) 

Q=_y[p:;_n~:1 ] (8) 

R = dn/dT+ y Pa~n. (9) 

- -----

Values of P, Q, and R for the five glasses have been 
determined and are shown in table 3. It can be seen 
that P is always negative, reflectin g the lessening in 
the number of scattering centers with rise in tempera
ture. Values of P and Q for fused silica are very small 
because of the very small coefficient of thermal expan
sion. It can also be seen that R is posi;:ive and is 
significantly larger than Q in all cases, indi cating that 
the change in polarizability is largely dependent solely 
on temperature change; this is not true for crystals 
where R may be of either sign and is always smaller 
than Q [1]. 

Polarizability is the fundamental optical property 
and in comparing the thermo-optic properties of 
different materials, it is necessary to compare values 

of Ao, y, and To, where TO=';( :~ ) p is the tempera

ture coefficient of polarizability. Ramachamdran 
has shown that the change in polarizability with 
temperature can be written as 

and that 
(10) 

(11 ) 

Calculations of Ao and To for the glasses of the present 
study may be made from the entries of table 3 accord
ing to the equations 

Ao=-Q/P 
and 

To=-Ry/P. 

(12) 

(13) 

Values of Ao, Aoy, TO, and 70/y have been listed in 
table 8 where corresponding values for cubic crystals 
studied in this laboratory have also been listed for 
comparison. In the case of the cubic crystals, 
Ramachandran has noted that To is much smaller than 
Aoy indicating that the chan ge in polarizability, due 
to the pure temperature effect, is much smaller than 
that due to a change in the lattice parameter. It can 
be seen from the table that , for the five glasses, the 
relative importance of the two contributions is reversed. 
For the glass systems studied here, it is apparent that 
the polarizability is essentially dependent upon tem· 
perature change at constant de nsity. The same 
conclusion can be drawn on considering the column 
of figures for Ao and To/Y. This distinctive property of 
glasses is brought out explicitly here from measure
ments on change of refractive index caused by changes 
of pressure and :emperature , although it had been 
inferred by Ramachandran from a study restricted to 
thermo-optic data alone over an extended temperature 
range [26]. 

Primak and Post have attributed this great de
pendence of polarizability to the strained bond con
figuration of the oxygen ions in the glasses [27]. Rama
chandran has inferred that this effect is associated 
with a band edge shift of the ultraviolet frequencies 
toward lower energy with increase of temperature that 
is also essentially independent of change in lattice 
parameter [26]. This idea of Ramachandran has been 
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TABLE 8. Strain and temperature coefficients of polarizability for glasses and crystals 

Fused SiO, .. .... . ... .. ................. .... . 

Calcium aluminate glass, F-75 .... .... 

Phosphate glass F-1329 ........ ...... .. . 

Barium borate glass , E- 1583 ........ .. . 

Germanate glass F- 998 .... .. .......... .. 

LiF .. . . . ...... . . .. .. . . .. . .... ... ... . . . ........ . · 

NaCI .. .. ..... . .... .. . . ... . ... . ... . . .. .. .... .. . 

KCI ..... .. .... .. . ..... . .. ... ... . ..... .... .. ... . 

KBr . .... . . . . .. . . .... . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . ... .. .... . . 

CaF, ...... . .. . .. . ... .. . .... . ....... . . . ... . ... . . 

MgO .... .. .. .. ... .. . ... .. .... .......... ..... .. . 

0.02 

1.4 

0.28 

0.30 

0.89 

6.3 

4.6 

2.6 

2.9 

2.5 

6.0 

extended by more recent studies [28, 29]: Apparently, 
the lack of long-range order and the random molecular 
structure in glass induces a broadening of the exitonic 
levels and a tail on the ultraviolet absorption edge, 
which varies exponentially with energy [28]. 

From the present study which includes an aluminate, 
phosphate, borate and germanate glass, it is inferred 
that this iso·volume effect is an important additional 
consideration in undel'standing the thermo-optic be
havior of all glasses as. distinguished from crystals. 
However , more glass systems should be studied , and it 
is recognized at the outset that for each particular 
glass (as for a crystal) there are important unique 
considerations of internal structure, i.e., whether the 
atoms are arranged in the form of chains or rings or 
sheets. 

The data reported in tables 6 and 7 has been termi
nated just before the region of rapid expansion in the 
glass. However, it is interesting to consider the course 
of the refractive index curve and the thermal expansion 
curve over the whole range of temperatures up to the 
softening point. The barium borate glass, E1583, has 
been selected as being representative of the others, 
and curves for thermal expansion and change in re
fractive index for this glass are shown in the lower part 
of figure 1. There is a minimum in the refractive 
index curve around 150 0 C, which behavior is typical 
of optical glass. Molby has reported on several optical 
glasses where dn/dT was initially negative and then 
became positive with rise in temperature [30]. The 
barium borate glass of this study is distinctive in that 
the minimum value is so high , most of the glasses 
reported by Molby had must lower minimum values, 
usually well below 0 0c. No minimum in refractive 
index was noted for the remaining glasses of this study, 
but the data indicate that all of them are approaching 
minimum values at the lowest temperatures. 

From the figure, it can be seen that dn/ dT diminishes 
rapidly and then becomes negative as the temperature 
increases through the region of rapid thermal expan
sion. This dip in the refractive index curve is inter-

'" Q 
x 

T 
a-' 

~ 
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<J 

.,. 
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x 

" <J 

'To X 105 
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0.0 
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FIGURE 1. A nalysis of the thermo-optical behavior of barium borate 
glass , E1583. 

preted as resulting from the large decrease in the 
number of scattering centers per unit volume. 

Because measurements were made at specific tem
perature intervals, it is possible to make some analysis 
of dn/dT over the entire temperature range following 
the earlier treatme nt of dividing dn/dT into contribu
tions, P, Q, and R. However, the treatment must be 
limited to values of P and (Q + R) because measure
ments of the change in refractive index caused by 
applied hydrostatic pressure were restricted to room 
temperature. Cqlculations have been made and curves 
denoting dn/dT, P and (Q+ R) are shown in the upper 
part of figure 1. It can be seen that P and (Q + R) are 
of opposite sign and that dn/dTis the sum of the two. I 

Because of the opposite sign, the sum is small until 
the region of rapid expansion is reached, where upon 
dn/dT largely follows the course of P. An important I 
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point to be made is that (Q + R) is nearly a straight 
line over the entire temperature range. This would 
imply that R must be significantly greater than Q over 
the whole range, because Q itself depends on change 
in density. Another point to be made is that (Q+R) 
appears to approach zero at the lowest temperatures, 
which had been predicted by Ramachandran on the 
basis of thermo-optic behavior of glasses at higher 
temperatures [26]. 

3.3. Relevance of the Data to the Molecular Scattering 
of Light 

As mentioned in the introduction, small changes in 
refractive index caused by changes of density and 
temperature account for the molecular scattering of 
light in transparent materials [4]. The theoretical 
formulations are usually expressed in terms of the 
optical dielectric constant, E, where E= n 2 • In both the 
well-known Einstein-Smoluc howski and Landau
Placzek formulations, the quantity (aE/aT)p, has been 
treated as being negligibly small, but Fabelinskii [31] 
has developed an exact equation for the intensities 
of scattered light which includes the quantity (aE/aT)p. 
O'Connor and Schlupf [32] have presented equations 
for the transformation of variables, so that the input 
parameters of the theoretical equations may be 
calculated from the refractive index data of this paper. 
Because (aE/aT)p=2n(iJn/aT)p and we have found 
(an/aT)p to be very high (see table 3), it was thought 
that this neglected factor could account for the fact 
that the intensity of light scattered from optical glasses 
greatly exceeds theoretical predictions [33]. However, 
calculations showed that it was not possible to account 
for the experimental data of fused Si02 [34] by 
inserting parameters determined from this report. 

It was concluded that, because glass is unstable 
thermodynamically, a theoretical formulation based on 
equilibrium conditions would be inadequate to account 
for the observed effects. Indeed, the current theory 
of light scattering in glass attributes the high intensity 
of the central Rayleigh line to nonpropagating density 
and composition fluctuations that are frozen into the 
melt as it is cooled through the transition range [35,36, 
37, 38]. The frozen-in density flucutations affect the 
intensity through the parameter, (p aE/ap), and (p aE/ap) 
= (2n p an/ap). It can be seen from table 3 that there are 
significant differences in values of (pan/ap). Although 
composition fluctuations would remain a problem, the 
point may be made here that (pan/ap) could be 
reduced to zero or some other low value by the proper 
adjustment of glass composition. This same point has 
been made before for the elimination of electro
striction in laser glasses [39], which phenomenon also 
manifests itself through the parameter (p aE/ap). 
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